
Fabrics and COM’s

Guilford of Maine-Lido Fabrics

Hermosa 2858-010
2858-013
2858-015
2858-019
2858-023
2858-024
2858-030
2858-031
2858-033
2858-036
2858-052
2858-054
2858-055
2858-057
2858-062
2858-064
2858-065
2858-067

Green Bay 
Moonstone 
Balboa 
Cape May 
Oak Bluffs 
Newport  
Smith Point* 
Sand Hill 
Huntington 
Padre 
Pine Valley 
Huron 
Rushmore 
Napa Valley 
Heartland 
Bryce Canyon 
Yellowstone 

*Default fabric

For COM order please include the following:

- Name of customer
- Customer’s purchase order number
- Model number and quantity of piece(s) to be covered
- Specify right-way or railroad application (railroad is the
default if no selection is made)

- If fabric is a stripe or pattern, specify vertical or horizontal
application

- Supplier’s name, material number, and description

Yardage Estimating
All yardages in the price list are based on 54” wide plain (no 
match) fabric.

The following is a guide for fabrics that are less than 54” wide or 
have a pattern match.

Fabric Less than 54” Wide
For 50” wide fabrics allow 10% additional fabric 
For 48” wide fabrics allow 15% additional fabric 
For 45” wide fabrics allow 20% additional fabric 
For 36” wide fabrics allow 50% additional fabric

Graded Fabric Program

Top quality upholstery and fabrics have been graded into the 
price list.  We work with various distributors and now offer a 
larger selection of fabrics.  For fabric grades and availability, 
check our website at www.nucraft.com.

Nucraft GradeNet price per yard 
$    0      - $  20.00  
$  20.01 - $  35.00
$  35.01 - $  50.00 
$  50.01 - $  65.00  
$  65.01 - $  80.00   
$  80.01 - $  95.00  
$  95.01 - $110.00
$110.01 - $125.00

  $125.00 and above: contact Nucraft Customer Service

For Pattern Match Fabrics
3” to 14” repeat allow 15% additional fabric 
15” to 19” repeat allow 20% additional fabric
20” to 27” repeat allow 25% additional fabric
28” to 36” repeat allow 30% additional fabric

Nucraft may add a charge for sewing, cutting and matching 
unusual COM or COL materials to cover additional costs.  Call 
Customer Service for pricing.

It is the sole responsibility of the customer to determine that the 
fabric is appropriate for the application in which it will be used.  
Once COM/COL is accepted, Nucraft assumes no responsibility 
for its overall appearance, flammability, normal durability, color 
fastness, or any other quality after upholstered on a Nucraft 
product beyond our normal quality standards.

The fabric should be sent to the following address:

Nucraft Furniture Company
5151 West River Drive
Comstock Park, MI  49321
Attn:  Order Processing
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